English
This term, we will link our writing to our science topic
‘Earth and Space’. We will be focusing on the books
‘Armstrong’ and ‘Hidden Figures’.
We will be focusing on the book; ‘The Saga of Eric the
Viking’ as our class read.

Maths
This term, we will learn about multiplication and
division, so our timetable knowledge will be
crucial. We will learn to apply our multiplication
knowledge to solve problems involving fractions,
decimals, and money.

Computing

Geography/ History
This term, we will use our understanding of
settlements and ordnance survey maps to kickstart
our unit of learning on Vikings. We will be
investigating why the Vikings came to Great Britain
and the impact they have had on our local area and
country.

PE

We will linking computing with our science
topic by learning how to use data loggers by
interrupting and analysing data.

We will learn how to develop our gymnastic
skills using transition, high positions and low
moves.

Music
Art/DT

This term, we will be linking our music to our
science topic ‘Earth and Space’ and extending our
skills from last term. We will be sound sequences
to pictures, analysing composition of music and
using musical vocabulary. We will also be
introducing staff notation and learning a song to
develop our expressions and tones.

We will be focusing on DT this term. We
will investigate levers and pulleys in
relation to mechanisms on Viking boats.

Science
This term, we will be learning about Earth and
Space. We will be learning about the planets and
the solar system. We will be deepening our
knowledge of day and night by looking at the
phases of the moon and how the moon affects
our tides. We will also be learning about
different time zones. We will visit the Leicester
Space Centre to support our learning.

Home Learning
Children are expected to read 10 pages, 5 times a week.
This can be either their Accelerated Reader book or their
Stage book. Children will complete quizzes on these in
school. For each 25, 50, 75 and 100 reads your child will
receive a bookmark. For 150 reads your child will receive a
book of their choice.
Spellings practise for a timed activity every Friday.
Times table rockstars to be completed as often as they
can. Children can progress through the home reward
scheme and earn prizes.

RE
During RE, we will be learning about how people
express their faith and beliefs through expressive
arts.

PHSE
We will learning about enterprise. We will looking at
how we can earn money; how we can spend money;
how we can save for more expensive items, and an
appreciation that we earn money through hard work.

